
By CHRIS COUNTS

AS A result of numerous building code violations and
reportedly unsafe living conditions, the owner of upper
Carmel Valley’s Jensen Camp may lose his permit to operate
his mobile home park. Meanwhile, the code enforcement
officer who is investigating the camp said complaints by a
local businessman and a
county supervisor that he’s
being “heavy handed” are
unfounded.

Located about 25 miles
southeast of Carmel and just
across a creek from the
Cachagua Store, Jensen
Camp is a small community
of about 75 residents who
rent trailers or trailer space
from a single property
owner, Javier Guzman. 

According to code
enforcement officer Phil
Hickenbottom of the
Monterey County Sheriff ’s
Office, some of the code
violations observed at

By CHRIS COUNTS

REPORTS OF mountain lions in parks, along
roads and in neighborhoods around the Monterey
Peninsula have become pretty common.

But for all the sightings in recent years, very few
photographs have been produced to verify them.

This week, a series of beautiful images, captured
by Gerda Michaylov of Carmel Valley, present a
remarkably clear picture of an animal that inspires
fascination and fear.

“I was lying in bed Friday morning when I
looked out the window and saw the lion,” recalled
Dr. Lubo Michaylov, Gerda’s husband. “I  saw this
big animal walking around. It was not a deer, but
something else. I told my wife about it, and she got
her camera.”

At some point in the encounter, while Gerda’s
camera was trained on the lion, her husband tapped
the window. 

“The lion detected the noise,” said Michaylov,
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Water shortage
about to get a
lot worse

In a series of photos that
wouldn’t be out of place on
the pages of National
Geographic, Gerda
Michaylov of Carmel Valley
captured the beauty, the
gracefulness and the haughty
attitude of a lion that visited
her yard last week.

This dilapidated
trailer at Jensen
Camp in Carmel
Valley has been
declared uninhabit-
able by the state —
which it obviously
is. But some resi-
dents say code
enforcement efforts
are going too far.
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When an XXL kitty-cat comes to call

LANDLORD-TENANT DISPUTE, RUNDOWN TRAILERS

JUST THE BEGINNING OF JENSEN CAMP’S TROUBLES

■ Council votes to webcast meetings

By MARY BROWNFIELD

CITY-HALL WATCHERS will soon be able to keep
track of zoning ordinances and budget reviews and listen
to citizen complaints — all from the comfort of home. 

Last week, the Carmel City Council unanimously
voted to broadcast its meetings via the Internet.

“This is yet another example of our trying to open
communication,” Mayor Sue McCloud commented Jan.
8 before discussion got under way.

“Seven years ago, we tried to get our council meet-
ings broadcast live [on television],” city administrator
Rich Guillen said, but it was too expensive. Not only is
streaming video via the Internet cheaper, the meetings
will be archived online for at least a year and can be
viewed by anyone with a computer and an Internet con-
nection at any time. Agendas will also be posted online,
allowing users to search for a specific topic, click on the
appropriate link and be taken to that particular spot in
the meeting. 

City politics gain
worldwide audience

Jensen Camp are shocking: a failing, overflowing and illegal
septic tank; trailers with no heat or no hot water; trailers with
failing floors, leaking roofs, mold or structural damage; trail-
ers installed without permits; wood stoves installed without
permits and exposed electrical wires.

See LION page 29A
See WATER page 8A

See CAMP page 9A

See WEB page 28A

CHS says it will
camouflage lit sign

By KELLY NIX

CALIFORNIA AMERICAN Water Co. plans to fight a
draft cease and desist order from a state water agency com-
pelling the company to reduce its pumping of the Carmel
River by a staggering 50 percent.

Tuesday, the State Water Resources Control Board hand-
ed down the proposed order, which provides a timetable for
Cal Am to severely rampdown river usage from 15 to 50 per-
cent within six years. The order could be finalized in a few
weeks.

“Saving the first 15 percent is difficult but achievable,”
said Cal Am spokeswoman Catherine Bowie. “But getting to
the 35 to 50 percent reduction is going to require a new water

See BILLBOARD page 26A

By MARY BROWNFIELD

THE ELECTRONIC sign maligned by Carmel High
School’s neighbors but embraced by students will be relocat-
ed and camouflaged so passing motorists no longer see its
brightly lit, red scrolling letters. 

On Monday night, the Carmel Unified School District


